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Ultimate design. Ultimate experience.
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Efficient installation. Multiple options.
With the built-in rechargeable battery, no power wiring is required.

Installation is easy and worry-free. Getting rid of power supply restrictions, it can be placed anywhere.



Fully wireless design. Can be placed anywhere.



Long battery life. Always on Guard.
The built-in 5200 mAh super lithium battery exceeds the standards of similar products. Charge for 10 

hours and it works for up to 6 months.

5200 mAh Super

Capacity

USB Charging



1080P image quality. Restore the scene.

Wide-angle Lens HD Image Quality

Normal Image Quality 1080P Image Quality

The high-performance 1/2.9" CMOS sensor, resolution of 1080P HD, together with a wide-angle lens, 

provides fine imaging and captures every detail for you.



HD Infrared Night Vision

Night vision enhanced by multiplex infrared LED, the shooting range is up to 5-7 meters. 

No matter how dark it is, the image is still clear. Safety is guaranteed in the evenings.

IR Night 

Vision
24h Guard Night Vision 

Distance 5-7 m



App Control
View what’s happening around your house through the app. 

Easy live stream and video playback.

Two-way Audio Video Playback Universal Usage Remote Control Multi-user Sharing



Accurately draw customized activity zones in the mobile app.

Irrelevant information outside the area would be filtered.

The key area, the key focus.

Activity Zone



PIR sensing technology + cloud image analysis

PIR sensing and triggering, with the 

help of cloud-based intelligence, 

are more than just a little bit smarter.

PIR triggers the camera, and real-time analysis 

is done in the cloud and notifications are pushed 

to the app instantly.

Backyard

There was a pet.

Alarm



Human Recognition Vehicle IdentificationPet Identification Parcel Inspection

Advanced AI technology.

The ability to think makes it different.

AI recognition and analysis algorithms intelligently distinguish 

humans, vehicles, pets with detailed analysis results of 

passing, staying or leaving, etc.

Notifications are pushed to the app instantly, keeping you 

informed of what’s happening wherever you are.

Object recognition and behavior analysis.



Set targeted category in the app, and the cloud Al system 

will only push notifications when the targets are detected. 

No more redundant pushes.

Smart Notification

Push activities of humans Push activities of pets

Package deliver notification Vehicle parking alert



Two-way audio for live communication.
With the built-in waterproof and dustproof microphone and Hi-Fi speaker, you can warn remotely to 

stop the loss in case of an emergency. For family and friends, live chat to experience intimate 

interactions, regardless of time and location.



Easy to share access with family and friends.

Access can be shared through the mobile app.

Family and friends can scan the code to get camera access fast and easily.

Scan Code for SharingCamera Sharing



Alternative Methods of Storage

Cloud Storage Local Storage

Up to 60 days of cloud 

storage*. Intelligent backup 

to prevent lost.

Micro-SD card storage up to 

128 GB, recording without 

network. 

*Some cloud storage and AI services require additional fees. To find out more

information about this, please refer to the app.


